FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
10 Last-Minute Gift Ideas from Homegrown Brands
MANILA, Philippines (21 December 2020) -- Still in the mood to spread the yuletide spirit and
give gifts to friends and family? It’s never too late to celebrate the season of giving – thanks to
quick and easy online shopping and express delivery services.
What better way to close off the year than being able to support Proudly Pinoy brands while also
gifting your loved ones with thoughtful items! This is why Ninja Van Philippines, a reliable
last-mile logistics partner of many online SMEs, offers this list of 10 gift ideas from homegrown
brands that are sure to fit your last minute shopping budget.
For the lover of timeless pieces
1. Tokki - RFID Blocking Wallet

Bop Leather Goods’ Tokki - RFID Blocking Wallet is the best choice for those who love leather
pieces that age beautifully through time. Apart from its sleek exterior that’s made with 100%
cowhide pure leather, this wallet is sure to keep all confidential data stored in credit cards
secure. The Tokki can carry up to 20 bills and up to 6 cards. It comes in two colors, black and
blue.
You can purchase the Tokki - RFID Blocking Wallet here for PHP799.00.
2. Odette Tote

Carry-all tote bags are definitely classic staples for anyone who’s constantly on-the-go. The
Odette Tote Bag from VxG Leather Co ups the ante in the tote department when it comes to
value-for-money yet fashionable bags.
You can purchase the Odette tote here for PHP1799.00.
For the Earth-Loving Techy Sister
3. 100% Biodegradable Tech Cases and Accessories

Coast PH offers products that go beyond aesthetics. Their tech cases and accessories are
eco-friendly and durable (apart from being value-for-money!). Their bio-cases are made from
sustainable materials and are 100% biodegradable, leaving no toxic residue and keeping the
planet safe. With each case purchased, you will surely put a smile on your loved one’s face and
help save the planet too!
Coast PH’s phone cases retail for PHP999.00 and Airpods cases are at PHP599.00. Browse
through their selection here.
For the All-Organic Mom
4. Organic Soaps

More and more people have switched to a healthier and more sustainable lifestyle. This
includes going for organic and natural products that are not just better for the environment but
also good for the body. These are the products that Cyleina Organic offers.
Their Tomato and Carrot Soap made with organic extracts take the spotlight for the great gifts to
give anyone into organic products.
The Tomato Soap retails for PHP115.00 while the Carrot Soap can be purchased for PHP75.00
here. Cyleina Soaps are also available in all Watsons stores nationwide.

For the Trendy Best Friend
5. Amethyst Earrings and Layered Necklace

Hola Maria prides itself as a go-to source for simple yet elegant jewelry. They source natural
stones from around the world, and produce hand-finished jewelry that are inspired by one’s
penchant for quality pieces of jewelry.
The Layered Necklace can be purchased at PHP395.00 here.
6. Round Plate Earrings

Talaala offers high-grade, hypoallergenic pieces that are fit for daily use. Their products are
made in small batches which make them special gifts to give. Each specially-crafted piece has
variations of gold, stainless steel, and rose gold that neither tarnish nor fade.
Talaala’s Round Plate Earrings retail for PHP1,000.00. See their selection here.
7. Moroccan Cotton Short Sleeve Shirt and a Classic Sweater

Comfortable and breathable shirts are must-haves for anyone living in a tropical country. This is
why Nth Aesthetic’s Moroccan Cotton Short Sleeve Shirt is one of their best sellers. Ultra-soft
and tailored for comfort, this shirt is perfect for a casual weekend at home or a quick stop for
essentials. It offers a relaxed fit and comes in three colors, from sizes Small to Extra Large.
The Moroccan Cotton Short Sleeve Shirt can be purchased at PHP695.00. Browse through their
selection here.
For the Cautious Office Worker
8. Personal Air Purifier

The gift of safety and security is always a good idea. For this season, keep your loved ones
protected with a Personal Air Purifier from Madam Ely. The Personal Air Purifier is said to add
an extra layer of protection to prevent airborne transmission, making this the perfect gift for your
loved ones who have started reporting to work on a regular basis.
The Personal Air Purifier retails for PHP3,500.00 and can be purchased here.
For the Newly-Converted Homebody
9. Long-Lasting Candles

Candles have recently taken the centerstage since people have started staying at home for
longer periods of time. Perfect for those who have been officially converted into homebodies,
these long-lasting candles from Serendipity Studio are sure to help your loved ones relax even
on long work days. Some of their best sellers include Garden Dew, which has a dewy scent
that’s mixed with hints of perfume and Good Night, Sleep Tight which has the calming scent of
lavender, infused with subtle perfume notes.

Each 250mL candle retails for PHP450.00 and has an average burning time of 40 hours. Every
purchase comes with a notecard, an extra wood wick and is packaged in a reusable white
pouch. Order one for your loved ones here.
10. Solace Essentials

For the Certified Oilbularyo in your life, nothing can be more perfect than a refill of essential oils
that come in handy roller bottles. Lucky for you, Solace Essentials offer a wide range of different
Essential Oil Blends to choose from. Among their best sellers are Sleep Well, Immune Booster,
Bye Migraine and Sleep Away.
Each roller bottle of Essential Oil Blend retails for PHP395.00. Check out Solace Essentials’
selection here.
In a rush to have these sent out? Worry no more. Ninja Van Philippines will take the hassle out
of your parcel by delivering your gifts from any of the merchants above right to your recipient’s
doorstep, within and outside Metro Manila.
Be sure to like Ninja Van Philippines on Facebook for delivery coverage and updates on the
latest services.
***

